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Abstract 
Haynes, T.W., R.C. Brigham and R.D. Dutton, Extremal graphs domination insensitive to the removal 
of k edges, Discrete Applied Mathematics 44 (1993) 2955304. 
A connected graph G with order p is defined to be y,-insensitive if the domination number y(G) is 
unchanged when an arbitrary set of k edges is removed. The problem of finding the least number of 
edges in any such graph has been solved for k=l, We determine bounds on this minimum number which 
are valid for any p and for k 2 2. 
1. Introduction 
All graphs G = (VE) considered are finite and undirected with no loops or 
multiple edges. Any terminology not found here may be found in [9]. A subset of 
nodes D c V is a dominating set for a graph G if every node of G is either in D or 
is adjacent to some node of D. The domination number y(G) is the minimum size 
of any dominating set. An invariant either changes or remains the same when a 
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graph is modified by deleting a node, deleting an edge, or adding an edge. This 
concept of changing and unchanging invariants has been the topic of several recent 
publications. See [l-6,8,10-12,14-17,21,22]. Dutton and Brigham [S] were con- 
cerned with an unchanging domination number when an arbitrary edge is removed. 
They defined a connected graph G to be edge domination insensitive, or just y- 
insensitive, if y(G) = y(G-e) for any edge e, where G-e is the graph obtained from 
G by removing e. We extend the notion of y-insensitivity by considering the removal 
of more than one edge. Thus we define a connected graph G to be k-edge 
domination insensitive, or just y,-insensitive, if the domination number y is 
unchanged when an arbitrary set of k edges is removed. This paper is concerned with 
determining the smallest number of edges required for any y,-insensitive graph on 
p nodes, denoted Ek(p, y), for k22. Dutton and Brigham [5] found E’(p, y). 
Possible applications of yk-insensitive graphs in network design have been 
explored in [7,13,17,19,20]. A network which can be represented by an extremal 
y,-insensitive graph has a minimized link cost and the fault tolerant property that 
some set of y nodes can communicate directly with the other p-y nodes even after 
k links fail. A special y2-insensitive graph called the G-network which is a suitable 
architecture for point-to-point and interconnection networks is introduced in [13] 
and explored further in [19,20]. Rice and Guha [ 191 construct a multi-layered 
interconnection network for massively parallel computation by interconnecting 
copies of the G-network in parallel. 
The exact value for Ek(p, 1) is determined in Section 2. Section 3 finds an 
asymptotic value for Ek(p, y) valid for kr 2 and k+ 1 I y 5 2k. 
2. The exact value of Ek(p,l) 
The case when y = 1 is solved easily. 
Theorem 2.1. For k2 1, Ek(p, 1) = (2k + l)(p-k- 1) if p> 2k and is undefined if 
pi2k. 
Proof. Let G be a yk-insensitive graph having p nodes and y = 1. Suppose G has at 
most 2k nodes of degree p- 1. Then k edges can be selected such that each degree- 
(p-l) node is incident to at least one of them. Remove these k edges and 
no node can dominate the resulting graph, implying that the original graph is 
not fk-insensitive. Thus G must have at least 2k+ 1 degree-(p-l) nodes, so 
Ek(p, 1) 2 (1/2)[(2k + l)(p- 1) + (p-2k- 1)(2k + l)] = (2k + l)(p-k- 1). On the other 
hand, a graph with exactly 2k+ 1 degree-(p-l) nodes and no other edges is 
lk-insensitive, so equality holds. q 
3. An asymptotic value for Ek(p,y) 
The remainder of this paper derives an asymptotic value, asp approaches infinity, 
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for Ek(p, y) when ks2. Section 3.1 demonstrates an upper bound by constructing 
a specific graph. Section 3.2 develops general properties of yk-insensitive graphs 
which are employed in Section 3.3 to compute a lower bound on Ek(p, y). The dif- 
ference between the upper and lower bounds is independent of p, and the asymptotic 
result is thereby established. 
3.1. The upper bound 
To show the upper bound we construct a family of yk-insensitive graphs under 
the assumption that k + 1 I y I 2k and p 2 y(k + 1). Let II = L(p- y)/kl and r = (p-y) 
mod k. Notice that nz-y. Construct graph G= (V,E) as follows: 
(1) V=FIUB~UB~U-..UB,, where A={~t,az,...,a~}, Bi={bil,bi2,*.*,bik} for 
lsisn-1 andB,=(b,I,b,z ,..., bn,k+r}. 
(2) Each Bi, 15 i I n, induces a complete subgraph. 
(3) Each b, is adjacent to exactly two nodes of A, one of which is al. The other 
is a, for sr2 subject to the restriction that at least k distinct a, for ~22 are adja- 
cent to each Bi. 
(4) Every a,, ~12, is adjacent to a bij for at least y-k distinct values of i. 
It is straightforward to verify that G is connected, that b, and bi, are adjacent to 
distinct a, for szz 2 and irn - 1, that the set of nodes b, are adjacent to at least 
k distinct a, for sr2, and that G has 
2(p-y) + [ L(p-y)/kl- l] [k(k- 1)/2] + [(k + r)(k + r- 1)]/2 
= (k + 3)p/2- [(k + 3)y-2kr-r2 + r]/2 
edges. For (4) to be satisfied we must have at least (y - l)(y-k) edges emanating from 
a2, . . . . ay . On the other hand, exactly (n- 1)k + k + r = nk + r edges emanate from the 
Bi and enter a,, . . . , a,, . Thus, ( y- l)( y-k) I nk + r. Hence we require that 2k L y L k + 1 
and (y-l)(y-k)<nksnk+r follows. Figure 1 shows a graph having p= 17, y=4 
and k= 3 which has been constructed according to the above specifications. 
‘% B4 
Fig. 1. A constructed graph having p= 17, y=4, and k=3. 
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We first observe that a graph constructed in this manner has domination number 
Y* 
Lemma 3.1. Any graph G constructed as described above has domination number y. 
Proof. The set A dominates G so the domination number is at most y. Certainly 
any minimum dominating set D contains at least y- 1 nodes since each a,, 2 CSI y, 
must be dominated either by itself or by an adjacent b, and any b, can dominate 
only one such a,. Thus if al ED, lD( zy. Suppose then that a, $D and that 
IDI =y-1. Let b,,b2 ,..., b, designate the b, in D. Then these nodes of D can 
dominate at most q of the Bi and q + 1 of the ai, including aI. The remaining Bi, 
and there must be at least one, have to be dominated by the y-q-1 nondominated 
ai. We must have y-q-1 1: k in order to dominate an entire Bi. Thus q< y-k-l. 
Let a,, t 2 2, be a node of A dominated by the bi. By step (4) of the construction 
there is an edge from a, to at least y-k>q of the Bi, so a, is required to dominate 
a node in at least one of the Bi not dominated by the bi, a contradiction. 0 
To prove that G is yk-insensitive, we introduce some terminology and another 
preliminary lemma. Consider removing an arbitrary set E’ of k edges from G. Parti- 
tion the edges of E’ into E, and E2 where the edges in E, have an endnode in A and 
the edges in E2 have both endnodes in B, U B2 U .a. U B,. Label the Bi that have 
nodes incident to edges of E, by S,, S,, . . . , S,. Assume for now that bl E S1 is inci- 
dent to two edges of E,. For 1 <is t let ni be the number of nodes in Si incident 
to edges of E, and let S; be the set of the ni nodes of S, which form the endnodes 
of these edges. Furthermore, let mi be the number of edges from E2 incident to 
nodes in S/. Define q to be set of nodes u E Si - S;, such that u dominates the nodes 
of S,! in G-E’. Observe that Ti includes those nodes of Si which are neither inci- 
dent to edges of E, nor to edges of E2 which are also incident to nodes of Si. Thus 
IT, / zk-(ni+mi). The following lemma states a useful fact about the size of 7;. 
Lemma 3.2. Under the conditions outlined above, (7;. 11 i for 15 is t. 
Proof. Let i= 1 and recall that, by assumption, two edges of El are incident to 
bl ES,. Since a total of k edges are removed, ml I k-(nl + 1). Thus m, + n1 I k-l 
and ) T, 12 1. Consider ni and mi for 2 I is t. Since k edges are removed and nj + mj 
edges have endnodes in Sj, for 1 ajar i-l, the number of edges removed with end- 
nodes in Si is 
i-l 
(ni+mi)lk-l- C (nj+mj). 
j=l 
By definition nj + mjZ 1 SO 
i-l 
C (nj+WZj)Zi-1. 
j=l 
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Therefore n,+mi<k-i and thus IT1 rk-(n;+mi)li. 0 
We are now ready to establish the upper bound for Ek(p, y). 
Theorem 3.3. Let k + 1 I y I 2k and p r y(k + 1). Then 
Ek(p, y)<(k+ 3)p/2- [(k+ 3)y-2kr-r2+r]/2. 
Proof. The graph G constructed before Lemma 3.1 has the number of edges stated 
in the theorem. Thus we need only show that G is yk-insensitive. As before we 
remove an arbitrary set E’ of k edges and show that the resulting graph still has 
domination number y. If each b, has at least one edge to a node of A in G-E’, 
then A dominates G. Thus we need to consider only the situation where at least one 
b,, say bi E Si, has both edges between it and nodes in A removed. Notice that al 
can dominate (B, U B, U s.0 U B,)-(S, U S2 U .a. US,). Furthermore, the nodes in 
S;-S! have two edges to A so a, will also dominate them. By Lemma 3.2, 17; / 1 i 
for 15 is t and therefore has at least i nodes which are not incident to edges of E’. 
That is, T, has at least one node, say xi, that is adjacent to al and a,, rz2. T2 has 
at least two such nodes. Observe that at least one node of T,, say x2, dominates a 
node a,, where s is neither 1 nor r. Continuing in this manner we have t nodes xi, 
$9 . . . . xt each of which is adjacent to a different aj, for jr2. Let A’ be the set of 
aj, j>2, dominated by {x1,x2, . . . ,x,}. Then A U {x1,x2, . . . ,xt} -A’ is a set of size 
y which dominates G-E’, thereby showing G is yk-insensitive. 0 
The edge bound given by Theorem 3.3 is maximized when r has its largest value 
of k- 1, which leads immediately to the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.4. Zf 2sk+l<ys2k andpzy(k+l), then 
Ek(p, y) 5 (k + 3)p/2- [(k + 3)y-3k2 + 5k-2]/2. 
In Section 3.3 we use Theorem 3.3 and its corollary to obtain an asymptotic result 
with respect to the number of nodes. The corollary shows that for fixed k and y the 
bound is asymptotically equal to (k+ 3)p/2. Section 3.3 will establish a lower bound 
asymptotically equal to the same expression, and this will complete the proof of the 
major result. 
3.2. Properties of yk-insensitive graphs 
The following theorems establish structural properties which will be useful in 
developing the lower bound for Ek(p, y). Let Ni be the maximum number of nodes 
of degree at most k having at least i common neighbors in a yk-insensitive graph, 
1 I is k. The first theorem gives a bound for Nk. 
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a yk-insensitive graph. Then Nk12. 
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Proof. Suppose Nk>2, and al, a,, and a3 are degree-k nodes with common 
neighbors 6,) bZ, . . . , bk. Remove the k edges incident to al. Then al must be in any 
minimum dominating set D of the resulting graph. None of the bi can be in D, 
otherwise D-{al} would be a dominating set of the original graph of size y - 1, a 
contradiction. Hence a2 and a3 must be in D to dominate themselves. But then 
(D-{a2, a3}) U (6,) would be a dominating set of size y- I for the original graph, 
another contradiction. 0. 
Theorem 3.6. Let G be a yk-insensitive graph. Then Ni_ 1 I (y- l)(N+ 1) + 1, 
2silk. 
Proof. Suppose a set S of Ni_, nodes of degree at most k have i- 1 common 
neighbors in set B. Note that B c V-S and S U B induces a complete bipartite 
subgraph. Remove all edges from one of the nodes of S, say sl. Then si along with 
y-l other nodes ul, u2,..., uy_ , in a set D must dominate the remaining nodes of 
S in the resulting graph. If Uj~ BflD, then D- {si} forms a dominating set for G 
of size y - 1, a contradiction. Hence any of the Uj would be an ith common 
neighbor of those nodes of S which it dominates. There are two possibilities. Either 
Uj E I/- S-B and can dominate at most Ni of the nodes of S or Uj E S and can 
dominateatmostN,+lofthenodesinS.Hence JSl=Ni_,<(y-l)(Ni+l)+l. 0 
Let G be a y,-insensitive graph with a minimum dominating set D and define 
f(k) to be the number of nodes in V-D with degree at most k. The following 
theorem gives an upper bound for f(k). 
Theorem 3.7. Let G be a yk-insensitive graph with a minimum dominating set D. 
Thenf(k)-r3(y- l)k+(~- 1)[2((y- l)k-‘- l)/(y-2)- l]+ 1. 
Proof. From Theorem 3.6, Ni_II(y-l)(Ni+l)+l for 2silk, and Nk<2 by 
Theorem 3.5. Solving this recurrence formula for N, gives Nis3(y- l)k-’ + 
2[((y - l)k- l- l)/(y - 2)] - 1. 
Now suppose x is a node of degree at most k and remove all edges incident to 
it. Then x must be in the dominating set D along with y- 1 other nodes. Each of 
these y - 1 nodes can dominate at most Ni nodes with degree at most k. Thus 
f(k) 5 (y - l)N, + 1. Substituting the above bound yields the result. q 
3.3. A lower bound for Ek(p, y) 
Dutton and Brigham [5] show that E’(p, y) = 2p - 3y for p 2 3y 16. This result 
forms the basis for the lower bound for Ek(p, y). It will be necessary to understand 
a part of their proof, and we now outline it. The minimum dominating sets are 
ordered arbitrarily and labeled DO, D1, D2, . . . , D,. The nodes of V-D, are parti- 
tioned into A,, nodes with exactly one neighbor in D,, and A’. There are at least 
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p-y + iA’1 edges between DO and V-D,. The edge count determined by Dutton 
and Brigham was obtained by finding one more edge associated with each node of 
A,, except for those in a special subset of size at most y. This added at least 
lAoI -y to the previous count to yield p-y+ ]A’1 + lAoI -y =p-2y+p- y= 
2p-3~. 
It is this last set of at least lAOI - y edges which is of interest here. Dutton and 
Brigham partitioned DO into Xi=DoflDtn***Di_t-Di, for l<ilm, and 
X ,+,=D,no,n...(7D,andA,intoAi={vEAoIN(u)nDoEXj},for l~i~m+l. 
They defined another collection of sets Zi, for 1 I is m, as follows: 
(1) ZiCDifI{aEAoI IN(a)(7(D,nD,n...nDi~,)1=1}; 
(2) Di - Zi dominates G - (Xi U Ai); 
(3) Zi is maximal with respect to (1) and (2). 
Thus, for llism, ZiCDifIA, and, for any ZEZi, 
N(2)nD,=(a}~Dono,n...noi_,. 
Lemma A [5]. Any node z~Zi is either 
(1) in Ai, or 
(2) dominates at least one node of Ai which is dominated by no other node of 
D,. 
Now each node z E Zi can be associated with a unique node Z’E Ai, either z itself 
if (1) holds or any node dominated by z as described in (2). Let Bi = (Zi fl Ai) U A:, 
for 1 I is m, where A; c Ai is the selected subset. Then IBi I = IZj I and Dutton and 
Brigham show that IZi I is bounded above by IXi 1, for 15 is m. 
The following results determine the number of distinct edges which have at least 
one endnode in A,. Although they may also be found in [S], here we restate the 
lemmas and a proof of one of them for completeness. 
Lemma B [5]. There are at least 2 IAi I - iXi 1 edges with at least one endnode in Ai, 
for llilm. 
Proof. For each a EAi there is by definition an edge between a and some node of 
Xi. This accounts for IAil edges. The remainder of the proof establishes a second 
distinct edge au for each a E Ai - Bi to yield IAi - Bi I more. Since I Bi I = I Zi I I 1 X; 1, 
the desired count is achieved. 
Let a EAi - Bi. There are two possibilities for determining the unique neighbor v. 
When i = 1, only case (2) applies. 
(1) a~Dj for somejci. 
(1.1) a E Zj. From Lemma A, a has a unique neighbor u E Bj c A;. 
(1.2) ae Zj for all j< i. Let j be the smallest index for which QE Dje Since 
a $ Z, there is some node u E G - (Xj U A;) which is uniquely determined 
by node a in Dj. 
(2) aeDj for all j<i. 
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(2.1) a $ Di. Some node u E Di c Xi must dominate LZ. 
(2.2) a E Die Since a $ Zi it must dominate some node o in G - (Ai U Xi) which 
is dominated by no other node of Di. 
In each case, au is a second edge that may be uniquely associated with node a. Edges 
counted according to (1 .l), (2.1) and (2.2) by definition do not involve any node 
of Xi. Neither does an edge arising from (1.2). Otherwise, node u would be in some 
Dj, for j<i, since Xi=DonDIn . ..nD._,-Di, for l<ilrn, contrary to the 
definition of u. Thus none of the second edges coincides with any of the original 
JAi 1. Furthermore, no two of the second edges can be the same. The possibility 
that this can occur for edges arising from (1.1) or (2.2) does not exist since these 
edges involve a node not in Ai - Bi. The u from an edge found as in (1.2) cannot 
be in Ai- Bj since it would be dominated by a node x of DjfIXi other than a. The 
u from (2.1) is in Di, so, if it is also in Ai- Bi, it would have its second edge 
counted by (2.2) which would make that edge different from au. 
Thus all edges determined by (1) and (2) are distinct and the total number of such 
edges is IAi 1 - lBi j. 0 
Lemma C [5]. The edges counted in Lemma B for Ai are distinct from the edges 
counted for Aj, for 1 ~i<j<m. 
Lemma D [5]. If G is a y,-insensitive there are at least 2 (A,, 1 / edges with an end- 
node in A,+,, distinct from those counted in Lemma B. 
Therefore, any yI - insensitive graph must have at least 2 IA, 1 - 21A,+ I / - y + 
IX, + , ) + 2/A, + 1 ) L 2/A0 I - y edges with an endnode in AO. By definition exactly 
lAoI of these edges have an endnode in DO, so at least (A0 I - y edges must have 
both endnodes in A0 U A’. 
In summary, Dutton and Brigham [S] showed that for each node u of A, not in 
the special subset, that there is a unique edge e= uw having both endnodes in 
A, U A’. TWO possibilities exist. Either u E Di for some i or WE Di for some i. Note 
that in the subgraph G’ induced by the edges counted by Dutton and Brigham the 
endnodes of these lAoI - y edges are the only nodes having degree three or more. 
The following is immediate upon examining Dutton and Brigham’s proof, although 
they do not state it: the Di in which at least one endnode of e must be found are 
limited to those indices of i for which Xi is nonempty. Thus, the only nodes of G’ 
which are in A0 U A’ and also have degree three or more must either be in a Di 
where Xi#5 or must be the other endnode of an edge e associated with a node in 
such a Die It follows that the number of nodes of G’ which are in A0 U A’ and also 
have degree three or more is at most twice the number which lie in Di where Xi+5. 
Our next theorem uses the above information to establish a lower bound. Again 
we employ f(k) to represent the number of nodes in V-D having degree at most 
k where D is a minimum dominating set. 
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Theorem 3.8. Let G be a yk-insensitive graph where k L 2, y 2 3 and p ~3 + 2y + f (k). 
Then Ek(p, y)z(k+ 3)p/2- [2(k+2)y+ (k- l)(y2+f(k))]/2. 
Proof. Any yk-insensitive graph certainty must be y,-insensitive, so the remarks 
preceding the theorem apply. The analysis used by Dutton and Brigham will be 
employed here, except that the dominating sets D,, D2, . . . , D, are indexed so that 
Xi#O, for 15 is n, and Xi= 0, for n + 1 I is m. Thus the partition of De is into 
sets X1,X2 ,..., X,,, and X,,,+,, where X,,,+, may be empty. Now we find the max- 
imum number of nodes in dominating sets D, , D2, . . . , D, which are also in I/- DO, 
since these nodes determine the maximum possible number of nodes having degree 
three or more in the G’ subgraph discussed previously. Since X, = 
DOflD,n...fIDi_,-D,, there is at least one node of Di in each Of Xi+,, Xi+2, 
. . . ,X,, so there are at most y - (n - i) nodes of Di in I/- DO. Then the number of 
nodes in D,UD2U...UDn-D0 is at most 
i, (y - n+i)=ny-n2+n(n+ 1)/2. 
Since the Xi partition DO, n I y and the sum is maximized when n = y, in which 
case it has the value ( y2 + y)/2. Thus there are at most ($ + y)/2 nodes in I/- DO 
which are also in D1 U D2 U -1. U D,. Earlier remarks show that the number of 
degree-three or higher nodes in G’ which are also in I/- DO is at most y2 + y. 
Therefore at least p - y - ( y2 + y) nodes in V-DO have at most two neighbors in G’. 
However, by Theorem 3.7, at most f(k) nodes of V-D, have degree less than or 
equal to k. Thus, at least p - y - ( y2 + y) -f(k) nodes in I/- DO must have at least 
k - 1 neighbors in G - G’. Therefore 
Ek(p, y)~2p-3y+(k- l)[p- y- y2- y-f(k)]/2. 
This expression is valid when pz y’+ty+f(k) and reduces to the result. 0 
Since f(k) is bounded by an expression which is independent of p, this lower 
bound is asymptotically equal to (k + 3)p/2, the same asymptotic value as the upper 
bound of Theorem 3.3. From this we conclude the main result. 
Theorem 3.9. When k+ 1 I y 5 2k, Ek(p, y) is asymptotically equal to (k+ 3)p/2 as 
p approaches infinity. 
4. Concluding remarks 
We have given upper and lower bounds for Ek(p, y) which differ by O(yk). This 
gap has been narrowed when k = 2 and y 2 3 for all values of p and exact results have 
been discovered for some small values of p [17]. The exact value for E2(p, 2) ap- 
pears in [17,18]. Finding the exact value for E2(p, y) when ~23 and for Ek(p, y) 
when k> 3 remain open problems. 
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